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BOREL SUBSETS OF THE REAL LINE AND CONTINUOUS
REDUCIBILITY
DAISUKE IKEGAMI, PHILIPP SCHLICHT, AND HISAO TANAKA
Abstract. We study classes of Borel subsets of the real line R such as levels of the Borel
hierarchy and the class of sets that are reducible to the set Q of rationals, endowed with the
Wadge quasi-order of reducibility with respect to continuous functions on R. Notably, we explore
several structural properties of Borel subsets of R that diverge from those of Polish spaces with
dimension zero. Our first main result is on the existence of embeddings of several posets into
the restriction of this quasi-order to any Borel class that is strictly above the classes of open and
closed sets, for instance the linear order ω1, its reverse ω‹1 and the poset Ppωq{fin of inclusion
modulo finite error. As a consequence of its proof, it is shown that there are no complete sets for
these classes. We further extend the previous theorem to targets that are reducible to Q. These
non-structure results motivate the study of further restrictions of the Wadge quasi-order. In
our second main theorem, we introduce a combinatorial property that is shown to characterize
those Fσ sets that are reducible to Q. This is applied to construct a minimal set below Q and
prove its uniqueness up to Wadge equivalence. We finally prove several results concerning gaps
and cardinal characteristics of the Wadge quasi-order and thereby answer questions of Brendle
and Geschke.
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1. Introduction
Given a topological space pX, τq, a subset A of X is called Wadge reducible or simply reducible
to a subset B of X if there is a continuous function f : X Ñ X with A “ f´1pBq. The Wadge
quasi-order for pX, τq is then defined by letting A ď B if A is reducible to B. In particular the
Wadge quasi-order on subsets of the Baire space of all functions f : ω Ñ ω defines an important
hierarchy of complexity in descriptive set theory and theoretical computer science. It refines for
instance the difference hierarchy, the Borel hierarchy and the projective hierarchy. Therefore its
structure has thus been an object of intensive research (see e.g. [22, 8, 1]) and moreover, many
structural results could be extended to other classes of functions (see e.g. [3, 11, 12, 10, 13, 14]).
In this paper, we study the Wadge quasi-order for the real line. Among the few previously
known facts were a result by Hertling [5] that it is ill-founded and an observation by Andretta
[2, Example 3], Steel [21, Section 1] and Woodin [23, Remark 9.26] that there are at least three
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Borel subsets that are pairwise incomparable. Moreover, a general result by the second author
[19, Theorem 1.5] shows that there are uncountably many pairwise incomparable Borel sets.
The focus of the analysis in this paper is on its complexity, initial segments and minimal sets
with respect to the quasi-order. We now give an overview by stating some of the main results in
the same order as they appear in the paper.
We first provide instances of the complexity of the quasi-order by embedding several posets
such as the following result.
Theorem 1.1. (Theorem 3.4) Ppωq{fin is reducible to the Wadge quasi-order for the real line
restricted to its D2pΣ
0
1q-subsets.
This implies that ω1 and its reverse linear order ω
‹
1 can also be embedded by a result of
Parovicˇenko [16] and thus the Wadge quasi-order is ill-founded in a strong sense. Moreover, this
non-structure result suggests the question whether there are initial segment of this quasi-order
below fixed sets which do not allow such embedding. It is natural to first consider the set of
rationals, where the next result shows that a similar embedding is possible.
Theorem 1.2. (Theorem 3.5) Ppωq{fin is reducible to the Wadge quasi-order for the real line
restricted to the sets that are reducible to Q by monotone functions.
The proof of Theorem 3.4 is further used to show that the familiar complete Σ0α-sets do not
exists for the real line for any countable α ě 2 in Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 1.3. There is no Σ0α-complete and no Π
0
α-complete subset of R for any countable
ordinal α ě 2.
We further introduce the following condition to characterize Fσ sets that are reducible to Q.
Definition 1.4. (Definition 5.1) A subset of the real line satisfies the condition (I0) if it contains
the end points of any interval that it contains as a subset. Also, it satisfies (I1) if its complement
satisfies (I0), and (I) if both (I0) and (I1) hold.
In the following characterization, non-trivial means that both the set and its complement are
nonempty.
Theorem 1.5. (Theorem 5.7) A non-trivial Fσ subset of R satisfies pIq if and only if it is reducible
to Q.
In the next main result, we construct a minimal set below Q and prove that it is uniquely
determined up to Wadge equivalence.
Theorem 1.6. (Theorem 5.7) There is a minimal set that is reducible to Q.
The structure of the poset Ppωq{fin has been intensively studied, for instance with regard to the
existence of gaps and values of cardinal characteristics (see [18, 4]). Inspired by these results, Jo¨rg
Brendle asked whether there are gaps in the Wadge quasi-order for the real line. This question is
answered in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.7. (Theorem 7.1) For all cardinals κ, λ ě 1 such that there is a pκ, λq-gap in Ppωq{fin,
there is a pκ, λq-gap in the Wadge quasi-order on the Borel subsets of the real line.
To state the following result, let ℓ and ℓ‹ denote the suprema of the sizes of well-ordered and
reverse well-ordered subsets, respectively. Answering a question of Stefan Geschke, this determines
several cardinal characterstics of the Wadge quasi-order for the real line.
Theorem 1.8. (Theorem 7.3) The least size of an unbounded family is ω1, the least size of a
dominating family is 2ω and the maximal size of a linearly ordered subset is 2ω. Moreover, it is
consistent with large continuum that ℓ and ℓ‹ are both equal to ω1, 2
ω or strictly between these
values.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some notations that we use throughout
the paper. In Section 3, we construct an embedding of Ppωq{fin and extend this result to obtain
an embedding with targets below Q. In Section 4, we use the proof of the previous result to
prove that no Σ0α-complete sets exists for any countable ordinal α ě 2. In Section 5, we then
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characterize Fσ sets that are reducible to Q by the condition (I) and in Section 6, we construct
a minimal set below Q. Section 7 contains some results about gaps and cardinal characteristics.
Finally in Section 8, we show that the structure of the quasi-order becomes much simpler if the
class of reductions is enlarged to finite compositions of right-continuous functions.
2. Notation
In this section, we collect some notation that is used throughout the paper.
2.1. Sets of reals. We will use the following standard notations for subsets of R. We write infA,
supA, minA, maxA for the infimum, supremum, minimum and maximum of a set A whenever they
are defined. An end point of a set of reals A is an element of A that is an end point of an open
interval that is disjoint from A. Let clpAq denote the closure, BA the boundary and ConvpAq the
convex hull of A. We will further use the following sets in the difference hierarchy. A set of reals if
called D2pΣ
0
1q if it is equal to the intersection of an open and a closed set. Moreover, the class of
complements of these sets is called Dˇ2pΣ
0
1q. The Baire space
ωω is the set of functions f : ω Ñ ω
equipped with the standard topology that is given by the basic open sets Nt “ tx P
ωω | t Ď xu
for all t P ăωω. Moreover, any enumeration of a set is assumed to be injective.
We further introduce the following terminology. If a subset of R and its complement are
nonempty, then the set is called non-trivial. Moreover, a connected component of a set is called
non-trivial if is is not a singleton. We call a real number x approachable with respect to a set A if
it is a limit of both A and its complement from the same side. Moreover, a set is approachable with
respect to A if this is the case for one of its elements. A component of a set is a relatively convex,
relatively closed and relatively open subset. We write rx, yq‹ “ rx, yq if x ă y and rx, yq‹ “ py, xs
if y ă x; the definition is analogous for other types of intervals. We further say that A and
B are homeomorphic if there is an auto-homeomorphism f of R with fpAq “ B. Finally, let
Q2 “ t
m
2n
| m,n P Z, n ě 1u denote the set of dyadic rationals.
2.2. Functions on the real line. We use the following general terminology. A function f on
R is called increasing if fpxq ď fpyq and decreasing if fpyq ď fpxq for all x ď y. Moreover, f
is strictly increasing or strictly decreasing if this holds for strict inequalities. We further call a
function monotone it it is increasing or decreasing and strictly monotone if it is strictly increasing
or strictly decreasing. Moreover, we say that a sequence ~x “ xxi | i P ωy converges to a real
number x from below or above if its elements are eventually strictly below or above x.
We further fix the following notations for the following specific functions that we will use. We
will write cx for the constant map on R with value x. The Cantor subset Ac [7, Exercise 3.4] of
the unit interval consists of all values
ř8
n“1
in
3n
, where each in is equal to either 0 or 2. The Cantor
function fc is the unique increasing extension to the unit interval of the function that is defined
on Ac by letting
fcp
8ÿ
n“1
in
3n
q “
8ÿ
n“1
in
2n
.
We further extend this to a monotone function on R by letting fcpx ` nq “ fcpxq ` n for all
x P r0, 1s and n P Z.
2.3. Reducibility. A quasi-order is a transitive reflexive relation. The Wadge quasi-order for
subset of R is defined as follows. If A and B are subsets of R, we say that A is reducible to B if
there is a continuous function f : R Ñ R with x P A if and only if fpxq P B for all x P R. We
further write A ď B for this notion and A ă B for strict reducibility in the sense that A ď B but
not conversely. We finally say that these sets areWadge equivalent if each is reducible to the other
set. It is then clear that the relation ď is a quasi-order on the class of subsets of R. A non-trivial
set A is called minimal if it is minimal with respect to reducibility among all non-trivial sets.
Finally, the semi-linear ordering principle SLO for a relation ĺ on a class of subsets of an ambient
set X states that for all sets A and B in this class, A ĺ B or B ĺ XzA.
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2.4. Functions on quasi-orders and linear orders. A reduction between quasi-orders is a
function f with the property that x ď y if and only if fpxq ď fpyq for all x and y. If X and Y are
nonempty subsets of a quasi-order, then the pair pX,Y q is a gap if x ă y for all x P X and y P Y
and there is no z with x ă z ă y for all x P X and y P Y . A linear order is an antisymmetric
linear quasi-order. We will identify any linear order pL,ďq with its underlying set L. It is called
scattered if it does not have a suborder that is isomorphic to the rationals. A subset A of L is
convex if any element of L between elements of A is also an element of A. We will further consider
the linear order Lbn that denotes the product of L with a set of n elements and can be identified
with the linear order that is obtained by replacing every element of L by n elements. Moreover,
we will denote the lexicographic order on ωω by ďlex.
All functions with domain L are assumed to be order preserving or order reversing and in
particular injective. Such a function ξ : L Ñ R is called discrete if supξpAq ă infξpBq for all gaps
pA,Bq in L. In particular, we will consider functions ξ : Lbn Ñ R and will write ξkpiq for ξpi, kq,
which denotes the k-th element of the i-th copy of n for any k ă n in the above identification.
Moreover, we define a successor of ξ1piq by letting ξ
`
1 piq “ infjąi ξ0pjq if ξ is order preserving and
ξ`1 piq “ supjąi ξ0pjq if ξ is order reversing, where infpHq “ 8 and suppHq “ ´8. For notational
convenience, we will further identify L with the subset of Lbn that is the product with the first
of n elements and can thus write ξpLq for its image.
3. Embedding posets into the Wadge quasi-order
In this section, we construct a reduction of the quasi-order Ppωq{fin of inclusion up to finite
error Ďfin on sets of natural numbers to the Wadge quasi-order and thereby generalize [6, Theorem
5.1.2]. It is preferable to work with this quasi-order instead of its quotient poset in this setting,
since the former allows the construction of definable reductions, while for the latter this would
necessitate the use of a definable selector. In the next definition, we consider certain unions of
intervals – any continuous reduction will induce certain symmetries in the sequence of intervals
and thus the choices of half-open and closed intervals prevent certain reductions. From now on,
all reductions are assumed to be continuous and ξ : L Ñ R will denote a discrete function on a
linear order.
Definition 3.1. A subset of R is L-structured by ξ : Lbn Ñ R if it is equal to
Ť
iPLAi, where
n ě 2 and each Ai is the union of rξ0piq, ξ1piqq
‹ with a compact subset Ci of pξ1piq, ξ
`
1 piqq
‹.
It is possible that there are many L-structuring maps ξ for the same set A, but the range of any
such map is uniquely determined by the half-open sub-intervals of A. Moreover, it is important
that this structure is preserved under images of reductions.
Lemma 3.2. The class of L-structured subsets of R is stable under images with respect to
reductions on R. Moreover, if f reduces A to B and A is L-structured by ξ, then fpAq is L-
structured by f ˝ ξ.
Proof. Suppose that A is L-structured by ξ : Lb2 Ñ R, as witnessed by a sequence xCi | i P Ly of
compact subsets of pξ1piq, ξ
`
1 piqq
‹. Let i, j and k denote arbitrary elements of L. We first claim
that rξ0piq, ξ1piqq
‹ is mapped onto
“
fpξ0piqq, f
`
ξ1piqq
˘‹
. Since ξ0piq and ξ1piq are elements of BA,
their images lie in the boundary of the interval fprξ0piq, ξ1piqq
‹q – since f reduces A to B, this
interval contains fpξ0piqq, but not fpξ1piqq and the statement follows. To prove the statement
of the lemma, we first show that the order and the alignment of the images of the intervals
rξ0piq, ξ1piqq
‹ is preserved by the reduction.
Claim. If i ă j, then
fpξ0piqq đ fpξ1piqq đ fpξ0pjq đ fpξ1pjqq,
where đ denotes either ă or ą.
Proof. We choose đ as either ă or ą so that fpξ0piqq đ fpξ1piqq holds. Moreover, we will assume
that đ is equal to ă for ease of notation.
We first show that fpξ1piqq đ fpξ0pjq. Since f reduces A to B, we have fpξ1piqq ‰ fpξ0pjqq
and hence we assume fpξ0pjqq đ fpξ1piqq towards a contradiction. By our assumption and the
fact that fpξ0pjqq lies in BB, we have fpξ0pjqq ď fpξ0piqq. We now choose some element x0
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of
`
fpξ0piqq, fpξ1piqq
˘‹
. Since f is continuous, there is a least element x of rξ1piq, ξ0pjqs
‹ with
fpxq “ x0.
We first assume that there is some k P L with x P Ck. Let C denote the connected component
of x in Ck – since Ck is compact, this is a closed interval or a singleton – and let y be its least
element. Thus fpCq is an interval or a singleton and fpyq P BA. Since fpCq also contains x0, it
is a subset of
“
fpξ0piqq, f
`
ξ1piqq
˘‹
and hence fpyq “ fpξ0piqq. By the intermediate value theorem
for ξ1piq and y, some element of pξ1piq, yq is mapped to x0, but this contradicts the minimality of
x, since y ď x.
We can hence assume that x P rξ0pkq, ξ1pkqq
‹ for some k P L with i ď k ă j. Then
rξ0pkq, ξ1pkqq
‹ is mapped onto rfpξ0pkqq, fpξ1pkqqqq
‹ – since fpxq “ x0, this interval is equal
to
“
fpξ0piqq, f
`
ξ1piqq
˘‹
and we have fpξ0pkqq “ fpξ0piqq. Now by the intermediate value theo-
rem for ξ1piq and ξ0pkq, some element of pξ1piq, ξ0pkqq
‹ is mapped to x0, but this contradicts the
minimality of x.
It remains to show that fpξ0pjqq đ fpξ1pjqq. Since f reduces A to B, we have fpξ0pjqq ‰
fpξ1pjqq and we will thus assume that fpξ1pjqq đ fpξ0pjqq. We choose an arbitrary element x0
of
`
fpξ1pjqq, fpξ0pjqq
˘‹
. By the intermediate value theorem for ξ1piq and ξ0pjq, there is a least
element x of rξ1piq, ξ0pjqs
‹ with fpxq “ x0.
We first assume that there is some k P L with x P Ck, let C denote the connected component
of x in Ck and y its least element. Since the interval fpCq also contains x0, it is a subset of`
fpξ1pjqq, fpξ0pjqq
‰‹
and hence fpyq “ fpξ0pjqq. By the intermediate value theorem for ξ1piq and
y, some element of pξ1piq, yq is mapped to x0, but since y ď x this contradicts the minimality of
x.
We finally assume that x P rξ0pkq, ξ1pkqq
‹ for some k P L with i ď k ă j. Then rξ0pkq, ξ1pkqq
‹ is
mapped onto rfpξ1pjqq, fpξ0pjqqq
‹ and fpξ0pkqq “ fpξ0pjqq. By the intermediate value theorem for
ξ1piq and ξ0pkq, some element of pξ1piq, ξ0pkqq
‹ is mapped to x0, but this contradicts the minimality
of x. 
It remains to show that the image of A is L-structured – this is witnessed by the sets Di “
fpCiq X pfpξ1piq, fpξ
`
1 piqq
‹ by the next claim.
Claim. If i ă j, then
fpξ0piqq đ fpξ1piqq đ fpCiq đ fpξ1pjqq
and if i has no direct successor, then fpCiq đ fpξ
`
1 piqq, where đ denotes either ă or ą.
Proof. We choose đ as either ă or ą so that fpξ0piqq đ fpξ1piqq holds. Moreover, we will assume
that đ is equal to ă for ease of notation.
We first show that fpξ1piqq đ fpCiq. Otherwise let x denote the least element of Ci with
fpxq ď fpξ1piqq. Moreover, let C denote the connected component of x in Ci and y its least
element – since f reduces A to B, it follows that fpCq đ fpξ1piqq and moreover fpyq ď fpξ0piqq,
since fpyq P BB. By continuity, some element of pξ1piq, yq is mapped to pfpξ0piqq, fpξ1piqqq
‹. Since
f reduces A to B, this would have to be an element of Ci, contradicting the minimality of x.
We now claim that fpCiq đ fpξ1pjqq. If this fails, let x denote the least element of Ci with
fpξ1pjqq ď fpxq – since f reduces A to B, it follows that fpξ1pjqq đ fpxq. We choose an arbitrary
y0 P pξ0pjq, ξ1pjqq
‹. By the intermediate value theorem for ξ1piq and x, some element y of pξ1piq, xq
‹
is mapped to y0 and we assume that y is maximal. Let C be the connected component of y in
Ci and let z be its maximum. Since f reduces A to B, it follows that fpzq “ ξ0pjq. By the
intermediate value theorem for z and x, some element of pz, xq‹ is mapped to y0. Since y ď z,
this contradicts the maximality of y.
It remains to show that fpCiq đ fpξ
`
1 piqq if i has no direct successor. Otherwise let x denote
the least element of Ci with fpξ
`
1 piqq ď fpxq. Since i has no direct successor, it follows from
the preservation of the order of the intervals proved in the first claim that there is some x0 P B
with fpξ`1 piqq đ x0 đ fpxq. By the intermediate value theorem for ξ
`
1 piq and x, some element of
pξ`1 piq, xq
‹ is mapped to x0, contradicting the minimality of x. 
If đ is equal to ą instead of ă, we replace ď with ě and choose maximal instead minimal
elements and conversely, but the rest of the proof remains unchanged. Thus fpAq is L-structured
by f ˝ ξ as witnessed by the sequence xDi | i P Ly, where Di “ fpCiq X pfpξ1piq, fpξ
`
1 piqq
‹. 
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In the following, we will use the fact that every countable scattered linear order can be discretely
embedded into the real line. This can be easily shown by induction on the Cantor-Bendixson rank,
using the fact that any such linear order has countable rank by a result of Hausdorff. We will use
the following sets in the proofs below. Suppose that L is a countable scattered linear order and
ξ : Lb4 Ñ R is discrete. For any subset b of L, we define Ab as the setď
iPL
rξ0piq, ξ1piqq
‹ Y rξ2piq, ξ
bpiqs‹,
where ξbpiq “ ξ2piq if i P b and ξ
bpiq “ ξ3piq otherwise. Thus these sets are L-structured and by
our assumption that ξ is a discrete embedding, they are D2pΣ
0
1q-sets.
The next result shows that any continuous reduction between sets of the form Ab induces an
isomorphism of L onto a convex suborder of L, and conversely. For the statement of the result,
we introduce the following notation. If σ : L Ñ L is a function, let σξ : ξpLq Ñ ξpLq denote the
function ξ ˝ σ ˝ ξ´1. Moreover, if f : R Ñ R is a function with fpξpLqq Ď ξpLq, let f ξ : L Ñ L
denote the function ξ´1 ˝ f ˝ ξ (see Figure 1).
L ξpLq L
L ξpLq L
ξ
σ
ξ´1
σξ fæξpLq fξ
ξ ξ´1
Figure 1. Relationship between reductions and order isomorphisms.
Lemma 3.3. Given a fixed discrete embedding ξ : Lb2 Ñ R, the following correspondences hold
for all subsets a and b of L.
(1) (a) If σ is an isomorphism of L onto a convex subset with σpaq Ď b, then σξ can be extended
to an increasing reduction f of Aa to Ab.
(b) If f is a reduction of Aa to Ab, then f
ξ is a well-defined isomorphism of L onto a convex
subset with f ξpaq Ď b.
(2) (a) If σ is an automorphism of L with σpaq Ď b, then σξ can be extended to an increasing
surjective reduction f of Aa to Ab.
(b) If f is a surjective reduction of Aa to Ab, then f
ξ is a well-defined automorphism of L
with f ξpaq Ď b.
Proof. We will write ranapξq for the set of all ξkpiq for k P t0, 1, 2u and all ξ
apiq for i P L. It is
sufficient to prove the first claim, since the second claim follows immediately.
We begin by assuming that σ is given and defining the following map on ranapξq. Let fpξkpiqq “
ξkpσpiqq for k P t0, 1, 2u and fpξ
apiqq “ ξbpσpiqq for i P L – this is well-defined since σpaq Ď b.
Moreover, this map is increasing and has a unique continuous extension to the closure C of ranapξq,
since ranapξq is scattered. Since ξ is discrete by our assumption, this can be easily extended to a
map on R with the required properties, for instance by choosing f to be affine on each maximal
open interval that is disjoint from C.
Now assume that f is given. By Lemma 3.2, the image fpAaq is L-structured by f ˝ ξ. Since
ranpfq is a convex subset of R, there is a convex subset L0 of L with ranpξæL0q “ ranpf ˝ ξæLq.
Hence f ξ “ ξ´1 ˝ f ˝ ξ is an isomorphism from L to L0. Moreover, assume that xCi | i P Ly
and xDi | i P Ly witness that fpAaq is L-structured by f ˝ ξ and Ab is L-structured by ξ. Since
Ci “ Dfξpiq and this is a singleton for all i P a, it follows that fξpiq P b. 
We note that if the singletons are omitted in the definition of the sets Ab, it can be seen that
we obtain a version of the previous lemma for functions that are not necessarily increasing.
In the next theorem, we consider the set Zpωq “ t~z “ xzi | i P ωy P Z
ω | Dn0 @n ě n0 zn “ 0u
equipped with the anti-lexicographical order that is defined by ~x “ xxi | i P ωy ď ~y “ xyi | i P ωy
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if ~x “ ~y or xi ă yi for the largest i with xi ‰ yi. It can be easily seen that this linear order is
scattered – it is obtained as the direct limit of xZn | n P ωy, where Zn`1 is ordered as a sequence
with order type Z of copies of Zn. Moreover, it can be easily checked that every isomorphism of
Zpωq onto a convex subset is surjective. For any subset a of ω, let a‹ “ t~z P Zpωq | ~z ď 0ω _ Dn P
a ~z “ 0na1a0ωu and thus a is coded into a sequence of elements of Zpωq that are spaced further
and further apart. Moreover, let ιn denote the shift of Z
n`1 in its last coordinate that is extended
to Zpωq by the identity on the remaining copies of Zn`1. I.e. ιn is defined by ιnp~xq “ ~y for
~x “ xxi | i P ωy and ~y “ xyi | i P ωy, where xi “ yi for all i ‰ n and xn ` 1 “ yn if xi “ 0 for all
i ą n and ~x “ ~y otherwise. Using this linear order and Theorem 3.3, we can now prove the first
main result.
Theorem 3.4. Ppωq{fin is reducible to the Wadge quasi-order for the real line restricted to its
D2pΣ
0
1q-subsets.
Proof. We first claim that for all subsets a and b of ω, a Ďfin b holds if and only if there is an
automorphism σ of Zpωq with σpa‹q Ď b‹. To prove this, we first assume that a Ď bzn and let
σ “ ι´1n . Then for any m P a, we have σp~zq ď 0
ω if m ď n and σp~zq “ ~z if m ą n and hence
σpa‹q Ď b‹. For the other implication, assume that σ is an automorphism of Zpωq with σpa‹q Ď b‹.
Let σp0ωq “ ~x “ xxi | i P ωy with xi “ 0 for all i ě n. Then it is easy to see that for any
~y “ xyi | i P ωy and i ě n, we have σp~yq “ ~z “ xzi | i P ωy with yi “ zi for all i ě n.
To see that a Ďfin b, we assume that m ě n is an element of a and let ~x “ 0
ma1a0ω. Since
~x “ σp~xq P σpa‹q Ď b‹ by assumption, it follows that m P b as required. To prove the statement,
we fix any discrete embedding ξ : Lb4 Ñ R for L “ Zpωq with ranpξq cofinal and coinitial in R and
let Ab denote the sets defined before Lemma 3.3 for subsets b of ω. Since it is easy to see that
every isomorphism of Zpωq onto a dense subset is an automorphism, Lemma 3.3 now implies that
a Ďfin b if and only if Aa‹ is reducible to Ab‹ . Thus the map that sends a subset b of L to Ab‹ is
a reduction as required. 
Since every poset of size ω1 is embeddable into Ppωq{fin by a result of Parovicˇenko [16], the
previous result shows in particular that ω1 and its reverse ω
‹
1 are embeddable into the Wadge
quasi-order on the Borel sets. Moreover, we will show in Theorem 7.3 below that this is optimal
in the sense that it is consistent with large values of the continuum that neither of ω2 and ω
‹
2 is
embeddable.
We would further like to point out that the above proofs also show that the equivalence relation
defined by Wadge equivalence on the collection of countable unions of intervals is not smooth. To
state this more precisely, we fix a canonical coding of Borel sets and can then easily check that the
map that sends a subset b of L to Ab is Borel measurable in the codes. By the previous results,
this defines a reduction of the equivalence relation E0 of equality up to finite error to Wadge
equivalence of countable unions of intervals. Moreover, by a standard result in Borel reducibility,
this implies that this equivalence relation is not smooth.
Extending Theorem 3.4, we finally construct a reduction of Ppωq{fin to the Wadge quasi-order
below Q. The construction is based on the proof of Theorem 3.4, but instead of adapting the
previous more general method, we here present a shorter and more direct proof.
To this end, we will form preimages of countable dense sets with respect to the Cantor function
and thus replace countably many points by closed intervals. To define the sets that are used to
prove the next result, we first let x0 P RzQ2, A “ f
´1
c pQ2`x0q, B “ f
´1
c pQ2q and B
` “ BYr0, 2
3
s.
We further let rx, yqD denote the image of D X r0, 1q by the unique affine increasing map from
r0, 1q onto rx, yq for any subset D of R. Moreover, we let L denote the ordinal ωω defined via
ordinal exponentiation, fix an order-preserving continuous map ξ : Lb2 Ñ R and define
Ab “
ď
iPL
rξ0piq, ξ1piqq
A Y rξ1piq, ξ0pi ` 1qq
Bpiq
for any subset b of ω, where Bpiq is equal to B` if i “ ωn for some n R b and to B otherwise. It
can be easily seen that Ab is reducible to Q by a monotone function, since this is true for both A
and B` and moreover ξ0p0q R Ab by the choice of x0.
In the next proof, we use the following facts about these sets. If I denotes the unit interval,
then B` X I is reducible to B X I by a function on I that maps r0, 2
3
s to 0 while expanding the
remainder by a factor of 3. However, there is no function on I that fixes 0 and reduces B X I
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to B` X I, since the closed subinterval of B` at 0 could not appear in the image. Moreover, for
any open interval I that is not contained in and not disjoint from A and for C either equal to
B or B`, the set A X I is not reducible to C by a function on I and conversely for A and C
exchanged. To see this, use the fact that A and RzC are nowhere dense. Assuming that f is a
function on I that reduces A X I to C, it follows that the image of IzA is somewhere dense but
this contradicts the previous facts and moreover, the proof of the reverse case is symmetric by
passing to complements.
Theorem 3.5. Ppωq{fin is reducible to the Wadge quasi-order for the real line restricted to the
sets that are reducible to Q by monotone functions.
Proof. We will show that a Ďfin b if and only if Aa is reducible to Ab. To this end, we first assume
that a Ďfin b and choose some n0 such that every n P a with n ě n0 is an element of b. Using the
fact that there is a function on the unit interval that fixes both 0 and 1 and reduces B` to B,
we can easily obtain a monotone reduction of Aa to Ab that maps ξkpiq to ξkpω
n0 ` 1` iq for all
i P L and k ď 1.
For the reverse implication, assume that Aa is reducible to Ab by a function f . By the non-
reducibility result for A and B{B` that is stated before this theorem, no element of pξ0piq, ξ1piqq
is mapped to pξ1pjq, ξ0pj ` 1qq for any j. Moreover, since no element of rξ0piq, ξ1piqq
A is mapped
strictly above or below ranpξq, it is easy to verify that this holds for the whole interval rξ0piq, ξ1piqs.
Therefore each interval rξ0piq, ξ1piqs is mapped to rξ0pαiq, ξ1pαiqs for some αi P L. Moreover, we
have fpξkpiqq “ ξkpαiq unless k “ i “ 0, since in this case ξkpiq lies on the boundary between the
subsets of Aa that are given by A and B, respectively. We now claim that αi “ α0 ` i for all
i P L. This holds for i “ 0 by the choice of α0 and follows from continuity of ξ and f in the limit
step. Moreover, the claim again follows from the non-reducibility result for A and B{B` in the
successor case. Assuming that α0 ă ω
n0 and using that ωn0 is additively closed, we thus have
αi “ i for all i ě ω
n0 . Now every n P a with n ě n0 is an element of b, since otherwise the closed
interval in Ab at ξ1pω
nq cannot appear in the image of the reduction. 
4. No complete sets
Recall that a set A in a collection C that is quasi-ordered by a relation ĺ is called complete for
C if B ĺ A holds for all sets B P C. The next result shows that there are no complete sets for the
levels of the Borel hierarchy on R except on the lowest level.
Theorem 4.1. There is no Σ0α-complete and no Π
0
α-complete subset of R for any countable
ordinal α ě 2. In fact, there is a collection ~B “ xBa | a Ď ωy of D2pΣ
0
1q-subsets of R such that
for all subsets B of R, we have Ba ď B for only countably many sets a and moreover, the same
statement holds for Dˇ2pΣ
0
1q-sets.
Proof. We let L denote the ordinal ω2 with its reverse order and fix a discrete order-preserving
map ξ : Lb2 Ñ R. For any subset b of ω, let Ab be a subset of R that is L-structured by ξ,
witnessed by a sequence ~C “ xCbi | i P Ly of compact sets with C
b
i nonempty if and only if n P b.
Suppose that there is a subset B of R and reductions fb of Ab to B for uncountably many b.
By Lemma 3.2, we have that fbpAbq is L-structured by fb ˝ ξ. Moreover, by the second claim in
the proof of Lemma 3.2, this is witnessed by the sequence xfbpC
b
i q | i P Ly. Note that fbpC
b
i q is
nonempty if and only if i P b. For each such a, the image of rξ0p0q, ξ1p0qq
‹ is equal to the interval
rfapξ0p0qq, fapξ1p0qqq
‹, since fa is a reduction of Aa. Moreover, there are distinct a, b such that the
corresponding intervals have non-empty intersection and thus they are equal. We may now assume
that suppfpAaqq ď suppfpAbqq by symmetry. Since the sets fapAaq, fbpAbq are L-structured by
fa˝ξ, fb˝ξ and their first intervals are equal, it follows that f “ pfb˝ξq
´1˝pfa˝ξq is an isomorphism
of L onto a convex subset with fp0q “ 0. Thus f “ id and fa ˝ ξ “ fb ˝ ξ. Hence for all i P L
and all n P ω, we have n P a ðñ Cai ‰ H ðñ fapC
a
i q “ fbpC
b
i q ‰ H ðñ C
b
i ‰ H ðñ n P b,
contradicting our assumption that a ‰ b. 
5. Restrictions to classes of Fσ sets
Beginning with the simplest sets, Selivanov [20] observed that any two non-trivial closed subsets
of R areWadge equivalent and the same holds for open sets by passing to complements; hence these
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sets are minimal. It was further noticed by Steel [21, Section 1] that any non-trivial open subset
of R is not reducible to Q and vice versa. Progressing to Fσ sets, we will consider the following
combinatorial conditions with a twofold motivation: first, they characterize incomparability with
open and closed sets and second, reducibility to Q.
Definition 5.1. A subset of the real line satisfies condition (I0) (where I stands for interval
closure) if it contains the end points of any interval that it contains as a subset. Also, it satisfies
(I1) if its complement satisfies (I0), and (I) if both (I0) and (I1) hold.
For example, any countable dense set satisfies pIq and it is easy to see that these conditions are
stable under forming continuous preimages. Note that a set A satisfies pI1q if and only if every
element of A is a limit of A from both sides. Moreover, the next result characterizes this condition
in terms of continuous reducibility.
Lemma 5.2. The condition pI0q for a non-trivial subset A of R is equivalent to the statements
that no non-trivial open set is reducible to A and that no non-trivial open set is comparable with
A.
Proof. We first assume that some non-trivial open set is comparable with A. If A is reducible
to a open set, then it is itself open and it follows that every non-trivial open set reduces to A.
The same conclusion follows if some open set reduces to A. In particular, there is a reduction f
of p0,8q to A. Thus fpp0,8qq contains a sub-interval of A with an end point fp0q that is not
contained in A and thus witnesses the failure of pI0q. Assuming conversely that pI0q fails, there
are x ă y such that px, yq is a subset of A and x R A or y R A – we can assume that the former
holds. It is then easy to define a reduction of any non-trivial open set U to A that maps U to
px, yq and it complement to x. 
To prove a characterization of Fσ sets that satisfy pI0q, we will make use of the following property
of Fσ subsets of the Baire space. To state the result, we say that a sequence ~B refines a sequence ~A
if every element of ~B is a subset of some element of ~A. Moreover, let T {s “ tt P T | s Ď t_ t Ď su
if T is a subtree of ωăω and s P T .
Fact 5.3. For every sequence ~A of closed subsets of the Baire space, there is a sequence ~B of
pairwise disjoint closed sets that refines ~A.
Proof. Assuming that ~A “ xAn | n P ωy, let Tn be a subtree of ω
ăω with An “ rTns “ tx P
ωω | @m P ω xæm P Tnu for all n P ω. If ~s “ xsn,i | i P Iny enumerates the set of minimal
nodes in Tnz
Ť
măn Tm, then we have
Ť
mďnrTms “
Ť
mďn,iPIm
rTm{sm,is and hence
Ť
nPωrTns “Ť
nPω,iPIn
rTn{sn,is. Moreover, the sets rTn{sn,is are pairwise disjoint by the choice of ~s. 
It is easy to see that the previous fact does not hold for all Fσ subsets of R, since it fails for
instance for any sequence ~A whose union is an open interval. However, one direction of the next
theorem shows that the required decomposition is possible if pI0q is assumed. To prove this, we
need the following fact.
Fact 5.4. If an open interval I is contained in the union of a sequence ~A of pairwise disjoint
closed sets, then it is contained in one of the sets. 1
Proof. Since the claim is clear for finite sequences, we assume that ~A “ xAn | n P ωy and
further let A “
Ť
nPω An and A
n “
Ť
kďn Ak for n P ω. Assuming that the claim fails, we will
construct a sequence ~I “ xIk | k P ωy of open subintervals of I and a strictly increasing sequence
~n “ xnk | k P ωy of natural numbers with the following properties by induction.
(a) Ik XA
nk “ H
(b) clpIkq XAnk ‰ H
(c) clpIk`1q Ď Ik
1This can also be proved by observing that otherwise, the quotient of I with respect to ~A is a regular Hausdorff
space and hence metrizable. However, this contradicts the fact that it is also both countable and connected, which
is impossible.
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Since I is a subset of A, there is some n P ω with IXAn ‰ H and we let n0 be the least such. Since
we assumed that I Ę An for all n P ω, we have IzAn0 ‰ H and therefore there is a subinterval I0
of I with clpI0q Ď I that is disjoint from An0 with an end point in An0 . Now assume that both Ik
and nk are defined. Since Ik is contained in A and IkXA
nk “ H by (a), there is some n ą nk with
Ik X An ‰ H and we let nk`1 be the least such. Since one of the end points of Ik is an element
of Ai for some i ď nk by (b) and the elements of ~A are pairwise disjoint, we have IkzAnk`1 ‰ H.
Hence there is a subinterval Ik`1 of Ik with clpIk`1q Ď Ik that is disjoint from A
nk`1 with an end
point in Ank`1 . Finally, the intersection of
~I is disjoint from A by (a) and a nonempty subset of
I by (c). However, this contradicts the assumption that I is a subset of A. 
Theorem 5.5. A non-trivial Fσ subset A of R satisfies pI0q if and only if it is the union of a
sequence ~A of pairwise disjoint closed sets.
Proof. We first assume that A is the union of a sequence ~A of pairwise disjoint closed sets. If I
is an open interval that is contained in A, then it is contained in one of the sets by Fact 5.4 and
therefore its end points are in A, thus proving pI0q.
Assuming conversely that A satisfies pI0q, we construct a reduction f on R of A such that fpAq
is disjoint from a countable dense subset of R. To this end, let ~A “ xAn | n P ωy enumerate
all non-trivial connected components of A and singletons that come from a countable set that
is disjoint from A such that
Ť
~A is dense in R and there is such a singleton between any two
elements of ~A. We have that all connected components of A are closed by the assumption pI0q.
We now define an increasing sequence ~f “ xfn | n P ωy of increasing functions. To this end, let
xqn | n P ωy enumerate Q without repetitions and begin by letting f0 “ cq0æA0. In the following,
we will write fnp8q “ 8 and fnp´8q “ ´8 for all n P ω for notational convenience. To define fn
for n “ m` 1, let x be the largest element of dompfmq below An if it exist and ´8 otherwise and
further y the least element of dompfmq above An of this exists and 8 otherwise. Now let kn be
least with qkn P pfmpxq, fmpyqq and extend fm to fn by mapping An to qkn . Finally, let f denote
the union of the sequence ~f . It is clear from the construction that f is an increasing function with
a unique continuous extension f‹ to R and we further claim that f‹ is a reduction of A to f‹pAq.
This follows immediately from the fact that f‹ is strictly increasing with respect to elements of
different sets in ~A by the construction. It is also clear that f‹pAq is disjoint from a countable
dense subset of Q and thus the complement B of this set is homeomorphic to the Baire space.
Assuming that ~C “ xCn | n P ωy is a sequence of compact sets with union A, there is a sequence
~D “ xDn | n P ωy of pairwise disjoint relatively closed subsets of B that refines xf
‹pCnq | n P ωy
by Fact 5.3. We thus obtain the required decomposition by pulling back these sets via f‹. 
The idea of the previous construction is taken up again in the proofs of Theorem 5.7 and
Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 below in more complex settings.
We now aim to characterize the sets that are reducible to Q by the condition pIq. We first recall
that by Lemma 5.2, for any non-trivial set A the condition pIq is equivalent to the statement that
no non-trivial open or closed sets reduce to A. Moreover, the next result shows that pIq is not
easy to satisfy.
Lemma 5.6. The condition pIq fails for every non-trivial ∆02 subset A of R.
Proof. Towards a contradiction, assume that pIq holds for A. Since the sets BAzA and BA X A
are disjoint ∆02 subset of BA, by the Baire category theorem for BA one of them is not dense in
BA. 2 Assuming that BAzA is not dense in BA, there is an open interval I with BAX I nonempty
and contained in A. It follows that A X I is closed in I, since any limit of A X I in IzA would
be an element of BA X I Ď A. Moreover, both A X I and IzA are nonempty and hence there is
a maximal subinterval of I that is disjoint from A with one of its end points in A. However, this
shows that A does not satisfy pI1q and thus contradicts our assumption. Since pIq also holds for
the complement of A by our assumption, we also obtain a contradiction in the case that BAXA
is dense in A. 
Theorem 5.7. A non-trivial Fσ subset of R satisfies pIq if and only if it is reducible to Q.
2We would like to thank the referee for simplifying this step of the proof.
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Proof. The first implication follows from the fact that pIq is preserved under forming continuous
preimages.
For the other implication, suppose that A is a non-trivial Fσ subset of R that satisfies (I).
We will construct an increasing sequence of partial functions on R whose union has a unique
continuous extension to R that is a reduction of A to Q. To this end, suppose that ~p “ xpi | i P ωy
and ~q “ xqi | i P ωy enumerate Q and a dense subset of RzQ. By Theorem 5.5, there is a
partition ~A “ xAn | n P ωy of A into closed sets; we can further assume that each An is either
compact or unbounded and connected by subdividing these sets. Moreover, we pick a sequence
~B “ xBn | n P ωy of distinct connected components of the complement B of A that includes
all non-trivial ones; these are closed by condition pI1q for A. We further write A
n “
Ť
mďnAm
and Bn “
Ť
mďnBm. We now claim that we can assume that the convex closure of An`1 is
disjoint from An Y Bn for all n P ω. This follows from the fact that we can partition each An`1
into finitely many components whose convex closures are disjoint from An Y Bn, since we would
otherwise obtain an element of An`1 X pA
n YBnq by compactness.
We now construct an increasing sequence ~f “ xfn | n P ωy of functions and a sequence
~I “ xIn | n P ωy of open intervals with the following properties: the domain of each fn is the
union of the elements of a finite set Γn of sets of the form Ai and Bj that contains A
n YBn and
the range of each fn is finite; we have In X tp0, . . . , pnu “ H and clpIkq Ď In for all k P ω with
infIk P In. Moreover, we will write fnp8q “ 8 and fnp´8q “ ´8 for all n P ω for notational
convenience. We begin the construction by letting f0æA0 “ cp0æA0 and f0æB0 “ cq0æB0. We
further let ~I initially denote the empty sequence and will extend it in each step. Assuming that
n “ m ` 1, we first let fn “ fm, Γn “ Γm and extend them by applying the following step
successively to finitely many closed sets C.
Step. Let x be the largest element of dompfnq below minC if this exists and ´8 otherwise;
further let y be the least element of dompfnq above maxC if this exists and 8 otherwise. Let
~r “ xrk | k P ωy be equal to ~p if C is a subset of A and equal to ~q otherwise.
‚ If fnpxq ‰ fnpyq, then we pick the least k P ω with rk P pfnpxq, fnpyqq
‹ and let fnæC “
crkæC
‚ If fnpxq “ fnpyq, then we choose an open interval I with minimum fnpxq that has length
at most 1
n
, is disjoint from tq0, . . . , qiu for the current length i of ~I and whose closure is
contained in any element of ~I that contains fnpxq; then pick the least k P ω with rk P I
and let fnæC “ crkæC
We first perform this step successively for each set An and Bn whose value is not yet defined.
We then consider each maximal open interval between elements of Γm Y tAn, Bnu separately; for
each choose the least k with Ak contained in it and apply the previous step. Moreover, we update
Γn and in each step ~I by adding the new sets and intervals. Finally, f is defined as the union of
~f and sn and tn denote the values of An and Bn for all n P ω.
Before we prove that f has the required properties, we introduce the following terminology. We
begin by fixing ~m “ xmi | i P ωy and ~n “ xni | i P ωy as notations for strictly increasing sequences
and will write Ap~mq for the sequence xAmi | i P ωy.
‚ The critical number of a set or a real number is the largest i P ω such that this is contained
in ConvpAiq and ´1 if there is no such number
‚ A set Ai is fresh at x if no real number strictly between Ai and x is in the domain at the
stage where the value si of Ai is defined
‚ A sequence Ap~nq is fresh at x if is strictly monotone, converges to x and consists solely
of fresh sets at x with the same critical number that are listed in the same order as they
appear in the construction
‚ A sequence Ap~nq is nested at x if Ani`1 Ď ConvpAniq and x P ConvpAniq for all i P ω
We will further use the following facts that follow immediately from the construction above.
‚ No set Ai or Bj is contained in the convex closure of a set that occurs later in the
construction
‚ If f maps some set to an interval I in ~I, then it maps its convex closure to I as well
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‚ f is strictly monotone with respect to elements of distinct sets of the form Ai or Bj with
the same critical number
‚ If a sequence Ap~nq or Bp~nq converges to an element of A Y B and has constant critical
number, then f is strictly monotone with respect to elements of distinct sets in this
sequence and its limit point
‚ If there is no nested sequence at some x P BA, then there is a fresh sequence Ap~nq at x; if
additionally x P AYB, then we can choose Ap~nq on any side of x where it is approachable
Claim. f has a unique continuous extension f‹ to R.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for any x P BA, there is a unique value that is equal to
limiÑ8 smi “ limiÑ8 tni for all sequences Ap~mq and Bp~nq that converge to x. If there is a nested
sequence Ap~mq at x, then f maps the sets ConvpAmiq to a nested sequence of intervals whose
lengths converge to 0 and hence all other sequences that are considered in the statement converge
to limiÑ8 smi as well. We can thus assume that this condition fails.
We first assume that x P AYB and will prove that fpxq is the required value. To this end, it
suffices to take Ap~mq converging from below, since a similar proof works for the remaining cases.
We can further assume that the critical number of Ap~mq is constant by passing to a tail of ~m. Since
there is no nested sequence at x, there is a fresh sequence Ap~nq at x that converges from below.
Since f is strictly monotone with respect to each of the sequences Ap~mq and Ap~nq, we can further
assume that the sets in the sequences Ap~mq and Ap~nq are pairwise disjoint by thinning out ~m and
~n. Then f is strictly monotone simultaneously with respect to both sequences and their limit x;
we can assume that it is strictly increasing and thus limiÑ8 smi “ limiÑ8 sni ď fpxq. Towards
a contradiction, suppose that this inequality is strict and pick the least j P ω with limiÑ8 sni ď
pj ă fpxq. Let pk0 , . . . , pkj denote the images of An0 , . . . , Anj ; these values are strictly increasing
and since these sets are fresh at x, the values k0, . . . , kj are also strictly increasing. Then ski is
necessarily chosen as pj in the construction for the least i ď j with ki ě j, but this contradicts
the fact that f is strictly increasing on Ap~nq.
We now assume that x R A Y B. Since the limits in the statement are equal for sequences
with the same direction, it is sufficient to prove that limiÑ8 smi “ limiÑ8 sni for sequences Ap~mq
converging from below and Ap~nq from above; the proof is similar for the remaining cases. Since
there is no nested sequence at x, there is a fresh sequence at x; we can assume that it converges
from below and moreover, since the required limit is equal to that of the values of Ap~mq, we
can assume that Ap~mq is already fresh. Since we can further assume that the sets in Ap~mq and
Ap~nq are pairwise disjoint and have the same critical number by thinning out ~m and ~n, we have
that f is strictly monotone with respect to distinct elements of Ap~mq and Ap~nq; we can assume
that it is strictly increasing and limiÑ8 smi ď limiÑ8 sni . Towards a contradiction, suppose that
this inequality is strict and pick the least j with limiÑ8 smi ď pj ď limiÑ8 sni . Let pk0 , . . . , pkj
denote the images of Am0 , . . . , Amj ; these values are strictly increasing and since these sets are
fresh at x, the values k0, . . . , kj are also strictly increasing. Hence ski is chosen as pj for the least
i ď j with ki ě j, contradicting the assumptions. 
It remains to show that f‹ is a reduction of A to Q. The construction guarantees that fpAq is
a subset of Q and fpBq is disjoint from Q. Towards a contradiction, suppose that there is some
x R C and some j P ω with f‹pxq “ pj . If there is a nested sequence Ap~nq at x, then f maps
ConvpAniq to an interval I whose closure is disjoint from tp0, . . . , pju if i P ω is sufficiently large,
but this contradicts the choice of pj . Assuming that there is no nested sequence, we pick a fresh
sequence Ap~nq and moreover assume that it converges from below and that f is strictly increasing
with respect to sets in Ap~nq. Now let pk0 , . . . , pkj denote the images of An0 , . . . , Anj ; since these
sets are fresh at x, the indices k0, . . . , kj are also strictly increasing. Therefore ski is defined as pj
in the construction for the least i ď j with ki ě j, contradicting the assumptions. 
By Lemma 5.2, we obtain as a further equivalence to the conditions in Theorem 5.7 that no
non-trivial closed or open set is reducible to the Fσ set that is considered there. Moreover, we
can use Theorem 5.7 as follows to classify the countable sets that satisfy pI1q. First, any such set
A is reducible to Q and thus clearly either Wadge equivalent to Q or nowhere dense. Moreover,
if A is nowhere dense then BA X A “ H. It can be easily shown that for any two such sets,
there is a homeomorphism of R that maps one of these sets to the other set by enumerating the
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elements and the maximal closed subintervals of the complement and performing a back-and-forth
construction. In particular, these sets are Wadge equivalent.
6. A minimal set below the rationals
In this section, we construct a minimal subset of R below Q and prove that it is uniquely
determined up to Wadge equivalence. To this end, let A denote a nonempty compact set with the
following properties.
‚ Any connected component is approachable (approachability)
‚ Any end point is contained in a subinterval (thick ends)
‚ There is a subinterval between any two distinct connected components (density of subin-
tervals)
In order to see that such a set exists, let A denote the set of end points of the Cantor subset Ac of
r0, 1s, B a countable dense subset of AczA and f an order isomorphism from p0, 1q onto an open
interval such that AYB is contained in fpQ2q. It is then clear that pfc ˝ fq
´1pAcq has the stated
properties. Moreover, it is easy to show by a back-and-forth construction that any two such sets
are homeomorphic and in particular, any such set is homeomorphic to each of its components.
For the next two results, we fix such a set with minimum 0 and maximum 1.
Lemma 6.1. If B is a nonempty compact subset of p0, 1q, then there is a function f : r0, 1s Ñ p0, 1q
with fpminAq “ minB and fpmaxAq “ maxB that reduces A to B and is increasing on A.
Proof. Since the claim is easy to see if B is a finite union of intervals, we will assume otherwise.
Let ~A “ xAn | n P ωy be a list of all closed subintervals of A with both ends approachable
and ~B “ xBn | n P ωy a list of pairwise disjoint closed connected subsets of B that includes all
maximal subintervals and is chosen such that
Ť
~B dense in B. Moreover, let ~C and ~D enumerate
all maximal open subintervals of the complements of A and B, respectively.
We now construct an increasing sequence ~f “ xfn | n P ωy of functions; we will show that its
union has a unique continuous extension to the unit interval with the required properties. We
begin by choosing an increasing function f0 that maps the connected components of minA and
maxA in A onto the connected components of minB and maxB in B. Assuming that n “ m` 1,
we first let fn “ fm and then extend fn by applying finitely many of the following steps in an
order that is described below to maximal open subintervals I “ px, yq of the unit interval that are
disjoint from dompfnq and to the respective intervals If “ pfnpxq, fnpyqq.
Step 1. If If XB “ H, then we map IXA to fnpxq and choose a continuous extension that sends
IzA to If .
Step 2A. If i, j P ω are least with Ai contained in I and Bj contained in If , then we map Ai
onto Bj by an increasing function.
Step 2B. If i, j P ω are least with Ci contained in I and Dj contained in If and moreover X,Y
and X 1, Y 1 denote the maximal closed subintervals of A and B that are located directly below and
above them, we proceed as follows.
‚ Ci is mapped onto Dj by an increasing function
‚ If minDj “ fnpxq, then we send X to this value and otherwise map it onto X
1 by an
increasing function; we then proceed in the same fashion for maxDj , fnpyq, Y and Y
1
We first apply Step 1 to all intervals where it applies and 2A to all other intervals. After
updating fn, we then apply Steps 1 and 2B in the same fashion to obtain the final version of fn.
We finally define the function f as
Ť
~f .
We now show that this function has a unique continuous extension to the unit interval with
the required properties. To this end, we write ~n “ xni | i P ωy for strictly increasing sequences
and Ap~nq for the sequence xAni | i P ωy as in proof of Theorem 5.7; we further fix the following
notation.
‚ A set Ai is fresh at x if no real number strictly between Ai and x is in the domain at the
stage where fæAi is defined
‚ A sequence Ap~nq is fresh at x if is strictly monotone, converges to x and consists only of
fresh sets at x that are listed in the same order as they appear in the construction
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Moreover, we will use the following facts which result immediately from the above construction.
‚ dompfq is the union of
Ť
~A with the subintervals of A that contain end points of A and
its complement
Ť
~C; in particular it is dense in the unit interval
‚ ranpfq is the union of subsequences of ~B and ~D
‚ f is a partial reduction of A to B which maps all sets in ~A and ~C to sets in ~B and ~D,
respectively
‚ fæA is increasing; if moreover two connected components of A have distinct images, then
f maps the open interval between them strictly between their images
‚ Images of sequences with the same limit and direction converge to the same value; this
follows from the previous item
‚ If x P dompfq is approachable on one side with respect to A, then there is a fresh sequence
at x on the same side
‚ If x R dompfq is approachable from both sides with respect to A, then there is a fresh
sequence at x
To show that f is continuous, it is sufficient by the last fact to prove that limiÑ8 fpxiq “ fpxq
for every strictly monotone sequence ~x “ xxi | i P ωy in A that converges to some x P dompfq.
We can further assume that both ~x and the sequence of its images are strictly increasing and x is
approachable from below, since the case in which ~x is decreasing is symmetric and the remaining
cases are easy. We can thus pick a fresh sequence Ap~nq that converges to x from below. Now
let ~k “ xki | i P ωy such that Ani is mapped to Bki for all i P ω; this sequence is strictly
increasing since each Ani is fresh at x. Since f is increasing on A, the sets Bki moreover converge
to limiÑ8 fpxiq and we now assume towards a contradiction that this value is strictly below fpxq.
Since B is closed, there is some j P ω such that Bj is located strictly between all Bki and fpxq.
We now let j P ω be the least such number and let further i P ω be least with ki ě j. Then the
image Bki of Ani is necessarily chosen as Bj in the construction, but this contradicts the choice
of Bj above the limit.
To prove that f has a unique continuous extension f‹ to the unit interval, it remains to show
that limiÑ8 fpxiq “ limiÑ8 fpyiq for all strictly increasing and strictly decreasing sequences
~x “ xxi | i P ωy and ~y “ xyi | i P ωy in A that converge to the same x R dompfq. We can further
assume that the images of ~x and ~y are strictly increasing and decreasing and x is approachable
from both sides, since otherwise the claim follows from continuity of f . Let Ap~nq be fresh at x; we
can further assume that it is increasing, since the other case is symmetric. Now let ~k “ xki | i P ωy
such that Ani is mapped to Bki for all i P ω; this sequence is strictly increasing since each Ani is
fresh at x. Since f is increasing on A, the sets Bki moreover converge to limiÑ8 fpxiq and we now
assume towards a contradiction that this value is strictly below limiÑ8 fpyiq. Since B is closed,
there is some j P ω such that Bj is located strictly between all fpxiq and fpyiq; we fix the least
such and let further i P ω be least with ki ě j. Then the image Bki of Ani has to be chosen as
Bj , contradicting the choice of Bj above the limit.
It remains to show that f‹ is a reduction of A to B that is increasing on A. Since this statement
holds for f by the construction and B is closed, it also holds for f‹ as required. 
We now fix a subset A of the unit interval containing 0 and 1 that is the union of a sequence
~A “ xAi | i P ωy of disjoint sets, each of whom is homeomorphic to the set that is considered in
Lemma 6.1, with the following properties for all i, j P ω with i ď j.
‚ Any open interval disjoint from Ai with an end point in Ai contains some set of the form
Ak and some interval that is disjoint from A (approachability)
‚ The convex closure of Aj is either disjoint from or contained in that of Ai (no overlaps)
It can be shown by a back-and-forth argument that any two sets with these properties are home-
omorphic.
In the following result, all sets and functions live in the unit interval and in particular, we
consider property (I) for subsets of the unit interval.
Lemma 6.2. A is reducible to any Fσ subset B of the unit interval that satisfies (I) and contains
0 and 1 by a function that fixes both 0 and 1.
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Proof. We can assume that the diameters of the sets in ~A converge to 0 by splitting these sets
into finitely many pieces and moreover that 0 and 1 are contained in A0 and A1, respectively. We
further pick a partition ~B “ xBi | i P ωy of B into disjoint closed sets by Lemma 5.5. We can
assume that ~B has no overlaps by splitting up the sets in ~B and that 0 and 1 are contained in B0
and B1, respectively. Let further ~C “ xCi | i P ωy list all maximal closed intervals that are disjoint
from A. We can assume that the convex closure of Aj is disjoint from Ci for all i ď j by splitting
the sets in ~A into finitely many pieces. Finally, we fix a sequence ~D “ xDn | n P ωy of pairwise
disjoint closed connected subsets of B that includes all maximal subintervals and is chosen such
that
Ť
~D dense in the complement of B and there is a singleton Dk between any two distinct sets
Di and Dj, the latter being possible since B has uncountably many connected components in any
open interval that does not contain it by Lemma 5.6.
We will construct increasing sequences ~f “ xfn | n P ωy of functions, ~Γ “ xΓn | n P ωy of finite
sets and ~ǫ “ xǫn | n P ωy of rationals with the following properties for all m ď n.
‚ Γm consists of sets in ~A and ~C
‚ Each function fm is a finite union of monotone functions on all sets in Γm where
§ each set Ai is mapped onto a component of a set Bj
§ each set Ci is mapped onto a set Dj
‚ Given any two successive sets in Γm with disjoint images, fn maps the open interval
between them strictly between their images (coherence)
‚ ǫn`1 ď
ǫn
2
We begin the construction by defining f0 on A0 and A1 by an application of Lemma 6.1 to
these sets with images B0 and B1 and further let Γ0 “ tA0, A1u and k0 “ 1. In the induction
step n “ m ` 1, we first let fn “ fm, Γn “ Γm, kn “ km and then extend the former two and
increase the latter finitely often. To this end, we will perform the following steps for all maximal
open intervals I “ px, yq that are strictly between two sets in Γn.
Step 1. We pick the least i P ω with Ai contained in I.
‚ If fnpxq ‰ fnpyq, let K “ pfnpxq, fnpyqq
‹ and pick the least j P ω with Bj X K ‰ H;
map Ai onto Bj XK by an increasing function if fnpxq ă fnpyq and a decreasing function
otherwise by applying Lemma 6.1
‚ If fnpxq “ fnpyq, let Kδ be intervals of length δ such that fnpxq is an end point on a side
from which it is approachable for any δ ą 0; choose δ such that Kδ is disjoint from Bj for
all j ă n and make ǫn ď δ sufficiently small such that Kǫn satisfies coherence; pick the
least j P ω with Bj XKǫn ‰ H; finally split An into two homeomorphic relatively convex
subsets and map them to Bj X Kǫn by monotone functions by applying Lemma 6.1; if
Kǫn is above fnpxq then the function is increasing on the lower part and increasing on the
upper part and the direction is reversed if Kǫn is below fnpxq
Step 2. We pick the least i P ω with Ci contained in I.
‚ If fnpxq ‰ fnpyq, let K “ pfnpxq, fnpyqq
‹ and pick the least j P ω with Dj X K ‰ H;
map Ci onto Dj XK by an increasing function if fnpxq ă fnpyq and a decreasing function
otherwise by applying Lemma 6.1
‚ If fnpxq “ fnpyq, let Kδ be intervals of length δ such that fnpxq is an end point on a side
from which it is approachable for any δ ą 0; choose δ such that Kδ is disjoint from Bj for
all j ă n and make ǫn ď δ sufficiently small such that Kǫn satisfies coherence; pick the
least j P ω with Bj XKǫn ‰ H; finally we map Ci to Dj
We first apply Step 1 to all intervals and after updating fn, Γn and ǫn, we apply Step 2 to all
new intervals. The second part of each step works since the assumptions on fn imply that BA is
mapped to BB and therefore fnpxq is approachable with respect to B. We finally define f as the
union of ~f .
We now show that this function has a unique continuous extension to the unit interval with
the required properties. To this end, we write ~n “ xni | i P ωy for strictly increasing sequences
and Xp~nq for the sequence xXni | i P ωy, where X denotes either A, B, C or D. To define the
following notation, we write X for A or C and Y for sets of the form Ai or Ci.
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‚ A set Y is fresh at x if no real number strictly between Y and x is in the domain at the
stage where fæY is defined
‚ A sequence Xp~nq is fresh at x if is strictly monotone, converges to x and consists only of
fresh sets at x that are listed in the same order as they appear in the construction
‚ A sequence Xp~nq is nested at x if Xni`1 Ď ConvpXniq and x P ConvpXniq for all i P ω
Moreover, we will use the following statements which follow immediately from the construction.
‚ Assuming that there is a nested sequence at x, the images of all sequences in dompfq that
converge to x converge to the same limit
‚ Assuming that there is no nested sequence at x
§ if x P dompfq is approachable on one side with respect to A, then there are fresh
sequences Ap~mq and Cp~nq at x on the same side
§ if x R dompfq is approachable from both sides with respect to A, then there are fresh
sequences Ap~mq and Cp~nq at different sides of x
In the next statement X , Y and Z stand for sets of the form Ai or Bi. For any x R dompfq
such that there is no nested sequence at x, we fix fresh sets X below x and Y above x such that
there is no set Z between them with x P ConvpZq. We say that f is increasing at x if the image
of X is strictly above the image of Y and decreasing at x if the order is reversed.
For the next two claims, we assume that x R dompfq and there is no nested sequence at x.
Claim. The limits of the images of all sequences that converge to x from one side take fixed
values xlow for sequences below and xhigh for sequences above with the following properties.
Proof. We can assume that f is increasing at x, since the proof of the other case is symmetric.
For the first claim, it is sufficient to show that the image of any sequence ~x “ xxi | i P ωy that
converges to x from below is Cauchy. To this end, we construct a fresh sequence that converges
to x from below as follows. Suppose that X and Y witness that f is increasing at x. We now
let Xi denote sets of the form Aj or Bj . We pick X0 as the first set in the construction after X
and Y that is strictly between them and fresh below x with x0 ď y for some y P X0. Given Xi,
we pick Xi`1 as the first set in the construction appearing after and above Xi with xi`1 ď y for
some y P Xi`1. Then ~X “ xXi | i P ωy is fresh. Moreover, it is immediate from the construction
that the image of ~X is strictly increasing and converges to a real number xlow. By coherence,
limiÑ8 fpxiq exists and is equal to xlow. 
Given the previous claim, the following facts are immediate from the construction.
‚ If f is increasing at x, then images of fresh sequences that converge to x from one side
converge to their limit from the same side and xlow ď xhigh
‚ If f is decreasing at x, then images of fresh sequences that converge to x from one side
converge to their limit from the other side and xhigh ď xlow
In the statement of the next claim, let X stand for components of sets of the form Bi or for
sets of the form Di. We further say that a set is located weakly between two real numbers x and
y if it is contained in the closed interval with these end points.
Claim. If each of the sequences ~x “ xxi | i P ωy and ~y “ xyi | i P ωy converges to x from one
side or is eventually constant with value x, then no set X has elements that are located weakly
between limiÑ8 fpxiq and limiÑ8 fpyiq.
Proof. We first assume that ~x converges from below and ~y from above. We pick fresh sequences
Ap~mq below and Cp~nq above x; the proof of the other case is similar. Now let ~k “ xki | i P ωy and
~l “ xli | i P ωy such that Ami and Cni are mapped to Bki and Dli for all i P ω. These sequences
are both strictly increasing, since the sets Ami and Cni are fresh at x. Moreover, the sequences
Bp~kq and Dp~lq converge to limiÑ8 fpxiq and limiÑ8 fpyiq by the previous claim.
We now consider two cases for X . If X is a component of Bj and its index is least with the
stated property, then the image Bki of Ami is chosen as a component of Bj that contains X for
the least i P ω with ki ě j. If on the other hand X is equal to Dj and its index is least with
the stated property, then the image Dli of Cni is chosen as Dj for the least i P ω with li ě j.
However, both conclusions contradict the assumption on X .
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We now assume that ~x converges from below and ~y is eventually constant with value x. We
pick fresh sequences Ap~mq and Cp~nq below x. Now let ~k “ xki | i P ωy and ~l “ xli | i P ωy such
that Ami and Cni are mapped to Bki and Dli for all i P ω. These sequences are both strictly
increasing, since the sets Ami and Cni are fresh at x. Moreover, the sequences Bp
~kq and Dp~lq
both converge to limiÑ8 fpxiq from below by the previous claim.
We now consider two cases for X . If X is a component of Bj and its index is least with the
stated property, then the image Bki of Ami is chosen as a component of Bj that contains X for
the least i P ω with ki ě j. If on the other hand X is equal to Dj and its index is least with
the stated property, then the image Dli of Cni is chosen as Dj for the least i P ω with li ě j.
However, both conclusions contradict the assumption on X .
Finally, the remaining cases are symmetric to the previous ones. 
Since the domain of f is dense in the unit interval, it follows from the previous claim that there
is a unique continuous extension f‹ to the unit interval. It remains to show that f‹ reduces A to
B. Since f is a partial reduction of A to B whose domain contains A, it remains to show that no
x R dompfq is mapped to B. If there is a nested sequence at x, then this follows from the choice
of intervals Kǫn disjoint from Bi for all i ă n in the construction. If on the other hand there is no
nested sequence at x, then the claim follows immediately from the previous claim for components
of sets of the form Bj . 
Theorem 6.3. A is reducible to any non-trivial Fσ subset of R that satisfies (I).
Proof. Assuming that B is such a set, we choose a strictly increasing sequence ~y “ xyn | n P Zy
in B with no interval pyn, yn`1q contained in B. We further choose a strictly increasing sequence
~x “ xxn | n P Zy in the interior of A with no interval pxn, xn`1q contained in A and no lower or
upper bound in R. Then the union of the functions fn : rxn, xn`1s Ñ ryn, yn`1s given by Lemma
6.2 reduces A to B. 
7. Gaps and cardinal characteristics
The structure of the poset Ppωq{fin has been intensively studied, for instance pertaining the
existence of gaps and consistent values of cardinal characteristics; for a detailed overview over the
theory of gaps in Ppωq{fin and related quasi-orders, we refer the reader to [18] and for cardinals
characteristics to [4]. Inspired by results in this field, Jo¨rg Brendle asked whether there are gaps in
the Wadge quasi-order for the real line. This question is answered positively in the next theorem
and thereby it is shown that the Wadge quasi-order is incomplete.
Theorem 7.1. For all cardinals κ, λ ě 1 such that there is a pκ, λq-gap in Ppωq{fin, there is a
pκ, λq-gap in the Wadge quasi-order on the Borel subsets of the real line.
Proof. Consider the linear order L “ Zpωq that was introduced after Lemma 3.3 and let ξ : Lb4 Ñ
R be a discrete embedding with ranpξq cofinal and coinitial in R. Moreover, consider the subsets
b‹ of L defined after and the sets Ab‹ defined before Lemma 3.3 and further define a function F
by letting F pbq “ Ab‹ for any subset b of ω. We further say that an automorphism σ of Z
pωq
fixes n if σp0ωq “ ~x “ xxi | i P ωy with xi “ 0 for all i ě n. It is easy to see that for any such
automorphism σ and for any ~y “ xyi | i P ωy and i ě n, we have σp~yq “ ~z “ xzi | i P ωy with
yi “ zi for all i ě n.
We now show that for any gap pA,Bq in Ppωq{finwith A andB nonempty, the pair pF pAq, F pBqq
is a gap in the Wadge quasi-order. To this end, we first claim that any reduction f of Aa‹ to C for
any a P A is surjective. To see this, we choose an arbitrary b P B and a reduction g of C to Ab‹ . By
Lemma 3.2 the images fpAa‹q and pg ˝fqpAa‹q are L-structured by f ˝ ξ and g ˝f ˝ ξ, respectively.
Therefore ξ´1 ˝ pg ˝ f ˝ ξq is an automorphism of L and hence gæpf ˝ ξqpLq : pf ˝ ξqpLq Ñ ξpLq is
strictly monotone and bijective. Since g is continuous and ξpLq is both cofinal and coinitial in R,
the same holds for pf ˝ ξqpLq and therefore f is surjective. To prove the theorem, assume towards
a contradiction that some subset C of R lies between F pAq and F pBq. We choose an arbitrary
a0 P A and a reduction f0 of Aa‹
0
to C. Since f0 is surjective, C is L-structured by f0 ˝ ξ by
Lemma 3.2 as witnessed by some sequence ~C “ xCi | i P Ly of compact sets. We then define n P c
to hold if Csa1a0ω is a singleton for some s of length n.
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We now show that c lies between A and B and to this end first show that a Ďfin c for all a P A.
We thus assume that f reduces Aa‹ to C and that Aa‹
0
and Aa‹ are L-structured by σ “ f0 ˝ ξ
and τ “ f ˝ ξ as witnessed by ~A “ xAi | i P Ly and ~B “ xBi | i P Ly. Then σ ˝ τ
´1 is an
automorphism of L and hence it fixes some n0 P ω. We further have that the set B0na1a0ω is a
singleton for any n P a by the definition of Aa‹ . If moreover n ě n0, then Asa1a0ω is a singleton
for some s of length n and therefore n P c. In order to finally show that c Ďfin b for all b P B, we
assume that f reduces C to Ab‹ and that Ab‹ is L-structured by σ “ f ˝ f0 ˝ ξ and ξ as witnessed
by ~A “ xAi | i P Ly and ~B “ xBi | i P Ly. Then σ ˝ ξ
´1 is an automorphism of L and hence it
fixes some n0 P ω. For any n P c, there is some s of length n such that Csa1a0ω is a singleton by
the definition of c. Since g reduces C to Ab‹ , the set Asa1a0ω is a singleton. If moreover n ě n0,
then Bta1a0ω is a singleton for some t of length n. Since ~B witnesses that Ab‹ is L-structured, it
follows that t “ 0n and n P b. 
In particular, Theorem 7.1 implies that pω1, ω1q-gaps, pω, bq-gaps and pb, ωq-gaps exist in the
Wadge quasi-order, since it is well-known that Hausdorff gaps and Rothberger gaps of these types
exists in Ppωq{fin (see [18, Theorem 10, Theorem 19] and [18, Theorem 21], respectively); here b
denotes the bounding number of the poset Ppωq{fin.
Moreover, the similarity between Ppωq{fin and the Wadge quasi-order suggests to ask about
the values of some cardinal characteristics of the Wadge quasi-order. The next theorem refers to
these characteristics and determines the values of the bounding and dominating numbers among
others, thus answering questions of Stefan Geschke. In the statement of the following fact about
definable quasi-orders which we need for its proof, Cκ denotes the finite support product of κ
many copies of Cohen forcing for a cardinal κ.
Fact 7.2. Suppose that κ is an infinite cardinal with αω ă κ for all α ă κ. Then in any Cκ-generic
extension V rGs, the length of any quasi-order with domain Ppωq that is definable from a real and
an ordinal is strictly less than κ.
Proof. Suppose that p P Cκ forces that ϕpx, y, 9x, γq defines the strict part of a quasi-order on Ppωq,
where 9x is a nice name for a subset of ω. Since can assume that 9x is a name for an element of V by
passing to an intermediate extension, we will also write x ăϕ y for ϕpx, y, 9x, γq. Moreover, suppose
that p 9xα | α ă ω1q is a sequence of nice Cκ-names for subsets of ω with p ,Cκ 9xα ăϕ 9xβ for all
α ă β ă ω1 – we can assume that p “ 1Cκ . Now let sα “ suppp 9xαq “
Ť
pnˇ,pqP 9xα
suppppq Ď κ for
each α ă κ, so each sα is countable. We can assume that xsα | α ă ω1y forms a ∆-system by the ∆-
system lemma and moreover, that the root is empty by passing to an intermediate extension. Thus
we assume that xsα | α ă ω1y forms a disjoint family. Now let Cκpsq “ tp P Cκ | suppppq Ď su
for s Ď κ. The function that collapses sα to an ordinal induces an isomorphism between Cκpsαq
and Cβα for some βα ă ω1 and this function maps 9xα to a nice Cω1 -name πp 9xαq for a subset of ω.
Since there are only 2ω ă κ many such names and κ is regular, there is an unbounded set I Ď κ
with πp 9xαq “ πp 9xβq for all α, β P I. Finally, assume that α, β P I and α ‰ β. Since sα, sβ are
disjoint and πp 9xαq “ πp 9xβq, there is an automorphism σ of Cκ with σp 9xαq “ 9xβ and σp 9xβq “ 9xα.
Hence 1Cκ , 9xα ăϕ 9xβ if and only if 1Cκ , 9xβ ăϕ 9xα, contradicting the assumption that ϕ
defines a quasi-order. 
In the next theorem, the lengths ℓ and ℓ‹ denote the suprema of the sizes of well-ordered and
reverse well-ordered subsets, respectively.
Theorem 7.3. The least size of an unbounded family is ω1, the least size of a dominating family
is 2ω and the maximal size of a linearly ordered subset is 2ω. Moreover, it is consistent with large
continuum that ℓ and ℓ‹ are both equal to ω1, 2
ω or strictly between these values.
Proof. We fix a sequence ~f “ xfn | n P ωy of homeomorphisms of R onto open intervals that
are pairwise disjoint. Then any sequence ~A “ xAn | n P ωy of subsets of R has the upper
bound
Ť
nPω fpAnq in the Wadge quasi-order. On the other hand, any uncountable subset of the
collection that is given in Theorem 4.1 is unbounded and Theorem 4.1 immediately implies that
every dominating family has size 2ω. To obtain a linearly ordered set of size 2ω in the Wadge
quasi-order, observe that the function F that is defined by F pxq “ ts P 2ăω | sa0ω ďlex xu embeds
p2ω,ďlexq into pPp2
ăωq,Ďq; it is further easy to see that the latter is embeddable into Ppωq{fin
and this in turn into the Wadge quasi-order by Theorem 3.4.
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It remains to prove the statement that refers ℓ and ℓ‹. We first remark that their values are
always at least ω1, since both ω1 and ω
‹
1 are embeddable into the Wadge quasi-order by Theorem
3.4. To attain the value ω1 with large continuum, we force with Cκ for κ “ ω2 over a model of
the continuum hypothesis CH and thus obtain the desired values from Lemma 7.2. Moreover, the
consistency of larger values follows from the fact that Martin’s Axiom MAω1 for almost disjoint
forcing implies that there are well-ordered and reverse well-ordered subsets of Ppωq{fin of size 2ω
(see [9, Theorem 4.25]). To finally reach values strictly between ω1 and the continuum, consider
the standard model ofMAω1 that is obtained by forcing over a model of the generalized continuum
hypothesis GCH and now force with Cκ for κ “ ω3. In this extension, the values of both ℓ and ℓ
‹
are equal to ω2 by Lemma 7.2. 
8. One-sided continuous functions
We finally touch on the topic of reducibilities with respect to other classes of functions. For
instance, one obtains a reducibility with a much simpler structure by slightly expanding the class
of continuous functions. Recall that a function f on R is called right-continuous at x if for every
ǫ ą 0, there is some δ ą 0 such that for all y with x ă y ă x ` δ, we have |fpxq ´ fpyq| ă ǫ.
As reductions, we consider the class of finite compositions of right-continuous functions and let
ĺ and ă denote the corresponding notions of reducibility and strict reducibility. We will obtain
the SLO principle for this reducibility by comparing it with the Wadge quasi-order for the Baire
space via a function as in the following fact.
Fact 8.1. There is a continuous bijection f : ωω Ñ R with a right-continuous inverse.
Proof. We fix an enumeration xni | i P ωy of Z. It is easy to show by a back-and-forth construction
that the linear orders pωω,ďlexq and
`
r0, 1q,ď
˘
are isomorphic, since both of them are dense, have
dense countable subsets and a minimum but no maximum. We can thus pick order isomorphisms
fi :
ωω Ñ rni, ni`1q. In particular, fi is a homeomorphism with respect to the order topologies
on both spaces. Since the product topology on the Baire space is finer than the order topology
on pωω,ďlexq, we have that fi is also continuous with respect to the former. Moreover, it is easy
to see that f´1i is right-continuous, since the images of a strictly decreasing sequence eventually
stabilize in each coordinate. In order to glue these maps fi together, we will use the following
notation. If x is an element of the Baire space, we write x` for the element of ωω that is obtained
by shifting the coordinates by one and thus define x`piq “ xpi ` 1q for all i P ω. We can now
define f : ωω Ñ R by letting fpxq “ fxp0qpx
`q. It is then easy to check that f is continuous and
its inverse is right-continuous. 
In the statement of the next theorem, let C denote any nonempty class of subsets of Polish
spaces that is closed under forming complements, countable unions and preimages with respect
to Borel-measurable functions such that all subsets of the Baire space in C are determined, for
instance the class of Borel sets.
Theorem 8.2. The restriction of ĺ to the class of subsets of R in C satisfies the SLO principle
and is well-founded.
Proof. The restriction of the Wadge quasi-order to subsets of the Baire space in C satisfies the SLO
principle and is well-founded by our determinacy assumption (see [7, Theorems 21.14 & 21.15]).
Hence it is sufficient for the first claim to show that A ĺ B holds for all subsets A, B of R in
C with f´1pAq ď f´1pBq. To this end, we assume that g is a continuous reduction of f´1pAq
to f´1pBq on the Baire space. Since f and g are continuous and f´1 is right-continuous, their
composition h “ f ˝ g ˝ f´1 is right-continuous as well. Hence A “ fpg´1pf´1pBqqq “ h´1rBs
holds by the choice of g and we thus have A ĺ B as required.
For the second claim, it is sufficient to show that f´1pAq ă f´1pBq holds for all subsets A,
B of R with A ă B. Assuming that f´1pAq ę f´1pBq holds towards a contradiction, we have
f´1pRzBq ď f´1pAq by the SLO principle. Now RzB ĺ A by the claim that is proved in the
previous paragraph. Since the relation ĺ is transitive and A ă B holds, we thus obtain RzB ĺ B
and B ĺ RzB by passing to complements. Since RzB ĺ A we now have B ĺ A, but this
contradicts the assumption that the reducibility A ă B is strict. 
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Besides the previous result, very little is known about the precise structure of this reducibility.
In order to compare it with reducibilities that were studied by Motto Ros, Selivanov and the
second author in [15], recall that a function is called pΓ,∆q-measurable for classes Γ and ∆ if the
preimage of any set in ∆ is in Γ.
Observation 8.3. It can be easily checked that the bijection f : ωω Ñ R that is defined in the
proof of Fact 8.1 is both pΣ02,Σ
0
1q- and pΣ
0
3,Σ
0
3q-measurable. Therefore the SLO principle is still
valid and the reducibility is well-founded if these conditions are required for reductions in addition
to the previous ones. However, [15, Corollary 5.21] shows that the reducibility with respect to
pΣ02,Σ
0
2q-measurable functions on R does not satisfy the SLO principle.
Finally, we would like to mention that Pequignot [17] introduced a different notion of reducibility
for arbitrary Polish spaces for which the SLO principle holds.
9. Open questions
We conclude with some open questions. We first ask wether the complexity of the sets that are
constructed in Theorem 3.4 to embed Ppωq{fin is optimal.
Question 1. Does Theorem 3.4 hold for the class of sets that are simultaneously D2pΣ
0
1q and
Dˇ2pΣ
0
1q?
Moreover, we ask for complete descriptions of certain restricted classes of sets equipped with
the Wadge quasi-order.
Question 2. Can we give combinatorial descriptions of the following classes of sets equipped with
the Wadge quasi-order?
(a) Countable sets
(b) Countable unions of intervals
(c) Sets that are reducible to Q
Since Theorem 6.3 shows that there is a minimal set below Q, this suggests to ask for a
description of the well-founded part of the Wadge order and in particular to ask the next two
questions.
Question 3. Are there any sets besides the unique minimal set in the well-founded part of the
restriction of the Wadge quasi-order to the sets that are reducible to Q?
Question 4. Are there infinitely many minimal Borel sets?
Moreover, the existence of gaps which is proved in Theorem 7.1 suggests to ask whether there
are types of gaps in the Wadge order that do not exist in Ppωq{fin and in particular the following
question.
Question 5. Is there an pω, ωq-gap in the Wadge quasi-order?
We can further ask about reductions that are defined with respect to more restricted classes of
functions such as the following.
Question 6. Does Theorem 3.4 hold for the classes of Lipschitz and C8-functions?
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